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to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form.  If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for 
"not applicable."  For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories from the 
instructions.  Place additional certification comments, entries, and narrative items on continuation sheets if needed (NPS Form 10-900a).   
 

1.  Name of Property 

historic name    Sutton Place 

other names/site number  
 KHRI #173-11675, York Rite Masonic Temple  

 

Name of Multiple Property Listing  NA 

(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing) 

2.  Location 

street & number   209 East William Street   not for publication 

city or town   Wichita   vicinity 

state  KS     county  Sedgwick  zip code  67202 

3. State/Federal Agency Certification  
 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  

I hereby certify that this     X   nomination       request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards 
for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional 
requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  

In my opinion, the property    X   meets       does not meet the National Register Criteria.  I recommend that this property 

be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance:          national           statewide        X    local  

Applicable National Register Criteria:         A            B       X    C           D         
 

    
Signature of certifying official/Title: Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer                     Date 

   
State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 

In my opinion, the property        meets        does not meet the National Register criteria.   

    
Signature of commenting official                                                                        Date 
 

    
Title                                                                                                  State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 
 

4.  National Park Service Certification  

I hereby certify that this property is:   

 

       entered in the National Register                                                                 determined eligible for the National Register             
           

       determined not eligible for the National Register                                        removed from the National Register  
    

       other (explain:)                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                      

   

  Signature of the Keeper                                                                                                         Date of Action  
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5.  Classification  
 

Ownership of Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply.) 

Category of Property 
(Check only one box.) 

Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.) 
 

    Contributing Noncontributing  

x private x building(s) 1 0 buildings 

 public - Local  district   site 

 public - State  site   structure 

 public - Federal  structure   object 

   object 1 0 Total 

 
 
 

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register: N/A 
  

 
  

6. Function or Use                                                                      

Historic Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.)  

Current Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

COMMERCE/TRADE: Business  Vacant 

   

   

   

   

   

   
 
   

 

7. Description 

Architectural Classification 

(Enter categories from instructions.) 
 Materials  

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

MODERN MOVEMENT/New Formalism   foundation: Concrete 

  walls: Concrete 

   Brick 

  roof: Synthetic 

  other:  
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Narrative Description 

Summary Paragraph (Briefly describe the current, general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, method of 

construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity.) 

 

Sutton Place is a ten-story rectangular-shaped building constructed in 1925 with a major alteration in 1966 that 

changed the building from Neoclassical style architecture to New Formalist style architecture. The renovation, 

which began in 1965 and was completed in 1966, was designed by Wichita-based architect Roy E. Calvin. The 

building is reinforced concrete and steel-framed structure clad in pre-cast concrete panels and curtain wall at its 

primary north and west elevations and painted utilitarian brick on its secondary south and east elevations. The 

building’s 140-foot length (east to west) is divided into 14 evenly spaced bays, and the building’s 70-foot 

width (north to south) is divided into eight evenly spaced bays. The interior of the building features non-

historic materials throughout resulting from multiple 20th-century renovations reflecting the changing of 

tenants. Floor plans vary throughout all floors, with no overall consistency. The first floor of the building 

features an entrance lobby flanked by storefront tenant spaces and offices. Floors 2-9 were utilized as office 

space. The tenth floor was utilized as private event space. Access to the floors is provided by three passenger 

elevators and one internal stair tower. A penthouse is located on the roof, which was constructed as a 

secondary residence for O.A. Sutton, the namesake of the building.     
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Narrative Description (Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property.  Describe contributing and 

noncontributing resources if applicable.) 
   

 

Setting: Sutton Place is located in downtown Wichita. The neighborhood is a dense commercial area featuring 

multi-story commercial buildings, hotels, and parking garages and surface parking lots. Located one block 

southwest of the subject property is the former City Hall building, a Richardsonian Romanesque building 

constructed in 1889. Located directly to the north across East William Street is the former Innes Department 

Store, which was constructed in 1927 and 1948.  

 

Site: Sutton Place is located on a 0.23-acre rectilinear property located at the northwest corner of the block 

bound by East William Street to the north, South Market Street to the west, East English Street to the south, 

and South Broadway to the east.  

 

Along the north and west elevations, the building is constructed to the concrete sidewalks. The unrelated 

Kaufman Building abuts the western portion of the south elevation. The five easternmost bays of the south 

remain front a narrow east-west paved service alley, which dead-ends at the east elevation of the former 

Kaufman Building. The east elevation is exposed to the interior of the block and fronts a north-south paved 

alley.  

 

Structure: Sutton Place is a rectilinear shaped reinforced concrete and steel-framed structure that is 10-stories 

in height and features a full basement located below grade. The building’s street facing north and west 

elevations are primarily clad in pre-cast concrete panels. The building’s south and east elevations are 

secondary utilitarian in character, clad in painted brick. The building’s 140-foot length (east to west) is divided 

into 14 evenly spaced bays, and the building’s 70-foot width (north to south) is divided into eight evenly 

spaced bays. 
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Exterior: 

 

Sutton Place has two primary elevations, the north and west elevations, which are both clad in pre-cast vertical 

concrete panels with a bronze-colored anodized aluminum-framed curtain wall. The first floor of both 

elevations features replacement storefront systems. The south and west elevations are utilitarian in character 

and are both constructed of painted utilitarian brick.  

 

North Elevation: The north elevation is the primary elevation of the building. The first floor features three 

entrances and seven storefronts, all constructed with non-historic materials and recessed from the building 

plane. While the storefronts feature replacement material post-1966, the configurations are generally the same 

as 1966 remodel. The storefronts are separated by piers clad in exposed aggregate concrete. The aggregate 

concrete at the four easternmost bays is painted. The corner piers extend the height of the building and also 

have an exposed aggregate concrete finish. The main entrance to the building is located centrally at the first 

floor within a replacement storefront. Within the recessed exterior entry vestibule, the walls and ceilings are 

painted stucco, and the floor is concrete, matching the exterior sidewalk paving. The entrance contains a 

painted wood surround. The entrance features three single-leaf anodized aluminum framed glazed doors. 

Flanking the doors are glazed sidelights and a transom. A replacement rectilinear canopy, clad in aluminum 

paneling with a stucco soffit is located above the entrance and projects outward over the sidewalk. Three 

storefronts are located to the east of the main entrance and are constructed of painted wood with an aggregate 

paneled bulkhead and glazed display windows. Secondary entrances are located within two of the storefronts: 

the easternmost storefront and the third storefront from the east. Both secondary entrances feature single-leaf 

painted paneled wood doors with two lights. The remaining three storefronts located to the west of the main 

entrance are separated from the sidewalk by simple non-historic metal pipe railings. The storefronts are 

finished in painted stucco with boarded display windows and entrances. Within the recess there is a 

replacement ceramic tile floor and stucco ceiling. All storefronts have replacement metal-framed cloth 

awnings. 

 

The upper floors are clad in projecting pre-cast concrete panels articulated by piers. Above the fourth and 

seventh floors are segmental-arched concrete belt courses. The windows bays of the elevation are separated by 

the pre-cast concrete piers. Each three-story section is constructed of bronze-colored anodized aluminum-

framed curtain wall in a paired configuration with tinted windows at the vision level and bronze-colored 

spandrel glazing concealing the concrete floor slabs. The curtain wall has low profile exterior frames, typical 

of the era. The roofline has a tall parapet finished in similar smooth concrete panels. All the pre-cast concrete 

panels are unpainted. At the fifth floor, northwest corner of the building, there is an enclosed skybridge that 

provides access to an unrelated parking garage to the west and an unrelated building to the north. The 

skybridge is clad in pre-cast concrete panels with aluminum-framed windows.  

 

West Elevation: The west elevation fronts S Market Street. The material and configuration of the elevation is 

very similar to the north elevation; the primary difference is at the first floor, which features a slightly different 

storefront configuration. The west elevation features four storefronts and all entrances are modern 

replacements. The entrances are located within the two southernmost storefronts. Both entrances have been 

boarded shut. The southernmost storefront is constructed of painted wood with a painted aggregate paneled 

bulkhead and glazed display window. The two centrally located storefronts are constructed of aluminum with 

painted stucco bulkheads and display windows. The northernmost storefront is recessed from the elevation and 

is connected at the exterior to the westernmost storefront of the north elevation. All but the southernmost 

storefront feature replacement painted wood surrounds. The two northernmost storefronts feature replacement 
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metal framed cloth awnings. The remainder of the elevation matches the north elevation in material and 

configuration. 

 

South Elevation: The south elevation is utilitarian in character and fronts the interior of the block. The first four 

floors abuts the neighboring building to the south and is not visible. The remaining upper floors are composed 

of painted utilitarian brick. The west pier of the south elevation features exposed aggregate concrete panels that 

rise the full height of the building and match the finish at the first floor of the north and west elevations. The 

windows of the elevation are predominately steel-framed 3/3 fire windows. There are a number of 4/4 metal-

framed replacement windows. The tenth floor features larger replacement aluminum-framed storefronts. 

Throughout the elevation are a number of window openings that were previously infilled with brick. The 

existing steel-framed windows survive in a state of disrepair owning to a significant period of deferred 

maintenance.  The windows have suffered significant water infiltration and have experienced corrosion of the 

frame members. Additionally, the steel-framed windows are inoperable throughout and contain wireglass.   

     

East Elevation: The east elevation is utilitarian in character and fronts the interior of the block. The entire 

elevation is comprised of painted utilitarian brick. The north pier of the elevation features aggregate-finish 

concrete panels that rise the full height of the building and match the first floor of the north and west 

elevations. The elevation contains a limited number of 3/3 steel-framed fire windows. The majority of the 

window openings were previously infilled with brick.   

  

Roof: The building has a primary roof located at the 11th-floor level.  Along the south elevation, there is a one 

and two-story brick mechanical penthouse dating back to the building’s original construction.  The one-story 

brick penthouse is located at the east end of the building and also abuts the south end of the east elevation. 

Located near the east-west centerline is the two-story mechanical penthouse, which is fully interconnected with 

the one-story section. Within the two-story penthouse there is mechanical equipment, a stair and elevator lobby 

which generally contains replacement finishes including tile floor, painted gypsum board walls and ceilings, 

replacement metal elevator surrounds and doors, and a painted mail chute.  On the south and east elevations, 

the penthouses align with the plane of the elevation and are painted brick. On the west and north elevations, 

these penthouses are clad in painted EIFS.  Rising from the roof of both penthouses is  mechanical equipment 

and antennae. 

 

Projecting northward from the historic one and two-story mechanical penthouse is a one-story penthouse that 

was constructed in 1966 as a residence.  This penthouse (11th floor) was recently renovated, and the exterior is 

clad in EIFS and aluminum siding with large aluminum-framed sliding doors and windows.  All finishes 

within the one-story penthouse are not historic to the building.  

 

The remainder of the roof is flat and has a synthetic roof membrane that is topped with Astroturf.  Surrounding 

the roof at the north, west, east and west end of the south elevation is a 3’9” tall masonry parapet clad in 

painted stucco, on the interior face, with a painted masonry coping. Along the east elevation there is a metal 

fire escape that provides access to the roof at a location where the parapet was slightly cut down. 

 

Interior: Sutton Place was initially built as a masonic temple for a branch of the York Rite Freemasons. From 

1965-66, the building was completely renovated to house offices, resulting in the removal of nearly all original 

finishes.  
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First Floor: The first floor contains the building’s main lobby which is surrounded by tenant commercial 

spaces which line the north, east, and west sides of the floor. 

 

The first-floor lobby is accessible by an interior entrance vestibule located centrally on the north elevation.  

Within the vestibule, the non-historic finishes include ceramic tile floors, gypsum board walls with applied 

wallcovering, and a painted gypsum board coffered ceiling. The east wall of the interior vestibule has a 

replacement glazed interior storefront window; the west wall has a replacement single-leaf glazed aluminum-

framed door which provides access to the adjacent commercial space. The south wall of the entrance vestibule, 

which provides access to the building lobby, features a replacement aluminum-framed glazed storefront 

system. Within the storefront system are three single-leaf aluminum-framed glazed doors. 

 

South of the entrance vestibule is the building’s main lobby, which is one structural bay wide and provides 

access to the building’s elevator bank and stair at the south end of the floor. Finishes within the lobby are non-

historic, with the exception of the ornamental plaster ceiling, which dates to 1924.  Replacement light fixtures 

hang from the ceiling. Non-historic finishes include ceramic tile and carpet floor, gypsum board walls with 

applied wallcovering, and newer crown molding. A simple painted wood baseboard runs the perimeter of the 

walls.  The east and west wall storefronts have mostly been boarded over.  

 

Located to the south of the entrance lobby is the elevator lobby equipped with three passenger elevators. 

Finishes within the elevator lobby include flat plaster walls with applied painted wood baseboard and casing, 

suspended acoustic tile ceiling, and carpet/ceramic tile flooring. The elevators feature replacement painted 

metal doors and surrounds with metal indicators. A bronze mail chute is located along the south wall (mailbox 

was removed before the current property owner), and a brass building directory is located along the west wall. 

 

Directly to the west of the elevator lobby is the building’s interior stair tower, accessible by a non-historic 

single-leaf painted wood door. At the first floor, the stair tower’s historic flat plaster walls are finished with 

historic marble wainscoting, and the floor is marble.  

 

The remainder of the first floor was previously utilized as commercial space and has non-historic finishes. The 

remaining rooms located to the east and west of the entrance lobby have no consistency in layout or finishes. 

Within the tenant spaces, finishes include carpet floors, painted gypsum board walls, painted gypsum board 

ceilings, and lay-in acoustic drop tile ceilings with replacement fluorescent lighting. The northeast commercial 

space was formerly an attorney’s office and contains non-historic wood paneled offices and wood floors. 

 

Floors 2-10: Floors 2-10 were previously utilized as office space. Floor plans vary per floor, and finishes are 

non-historic throughout, reflective of several late 20th-century renovation campaigns reflecting the changing 

needs of various tenants. These renovations resulted in the removal of historic finishes. The second floor was 

stripped of all finishes by a previous owner. A significant fire damages the eighth-floor within the west half of, 

which occurred c.2016.  

 

Typical floor plans on floors 2-9 include replacement offices accessible by single-and double-loaded corridors 

with an elevator lobby located along the south perimeter of each floor. The elevator lobbies feature simple 

metal surrounds, doors, metal indicators/call buttons, and a painted metal mail chute. Located at the east wall 

of the elevator lobby is a utilitarian closet. Finishes with each of the elevator lobbies are non-historic and 

include tile and carpeted floors and painted gypsum board walls and ceilings. Accessible through a single-leaf 
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door within the west wall of the stair tower is the building’s interior stair tower. On each floor, located to the 

north of the elevator lobby are restrooms. 

 

The offices are accessible by non-historic single-and-double loaded corridors of various widths and locations.  

The offices throughout floors 2-9 have varying floor plans and are accessible by single and double-leaf wood 

and metal doors, some with interior storefronts. Finishes throughout the offices are replacement and include 

carpet or vinyl tile floors, painted gypsum board walls with some areas of wood paneling and vinyl base and 

acoustic drop tile ceilings. The north and west walls have been furred out and there are enclosed HVAC blower 

units beneath each window.  These windows have painted gypsum board surrounds and there is no trim.  On 

the secondary south and east elevations, remaining windows have simple metal sills and gypsum board 

surrounds. 

 

At the fifth floor, there is access to the skybridge at the northwest corner, though this has been boarded over to 

prevent access.  The corridors generally consist of painted gypsum board walls with vinyl base, suspended 

acoustic tile ceilings and carpeted floors.  On the fifth floor, the corridor has applied paneling over gypsum 

board walls. 

 

The tenth floor is generally open in plan and was most recently utilized as a private event space. Along the 

south wall there are offices with gypsum board partitions, carpet floor and suspended acoustic tile ceiling.  The 

remainder of the floor has an open plan with exposed concrete floor, gypsum board walls and suspended 

acoustic tile ceiling.  The perimeter walls are furred out with blower units enclosed beneath the windows. 

 

Basement: The basement is utilitarian in character and was previously used for storage and commercial space 

connected to the first floor retail spaces. Access to the basement is provided by the elevators, primary stairs, 

and two interior communicating stairs to the first floor. The primary stair exits directly to the west elevation. 

Finishes throughout are non-historic and include concrete and tile floors, painted gypsum board walls, exposed 

masonry walls, and suspending acoustic tile ceiling.  

 

Alterations: From 1965-66, the building underwent a major renovation, which resulted in the building’s 

transition from a York Rite Freemasonry Masonic Temple to its most recent function as an office building. 

During the renovation, the exterior of the building was completely altered from a Neoclassical style building to 

a New Formalist style building. The change in style resulted in the recladding of the building from limestone at 

it's north and west elevations to pre-cast concrete panels and exposed aggregate concrete. The secondary south 

and east elevations were retained. At the first floor, the storefront configurations were slightly altered and 

feature replacement finishes. All windows were replaced throughout the building yet continue to display the 

1966 renovation aesthetic with regards to a glazed curtain wall. A penthouse was constructed on the roof in 

1966. Within the interior, most historic finishes were removed during the 1965-66 renovation, and the building 

was converted to house commercial space at the first floor, offices at floors 2-9, and private event space at the 

tenth floor. While not all of the finishes do not adhere to the 1966 renovation, the function of the spaces 

continued as leasable commercial offices.   

 

Integrity: Sutton Place retains sufficient integrity to convey its historic values, in location, setting, modern-

design, association, feeling, modern-workmanship, and modern-materials. These represent the building’s 

current New Formalist style. Sutton Place is nominated under Criterion C for Architecture. It is locally 

important as one of the first examples of New Formalist architecture in Wichita.  
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Specific to the seven aspects: 

 

Location: Sutton Place is in its original location.  

 

Association: While the interior of the building features replacement office finishes, Sutton Place retains its 

association as an office building beginning in 1965 when the building was renovated from the York Rite 

Freemason Temple to the Sutton Place. As such, the building retains its direct association with the historic 

events for which the property is being nominated.  

 

Feeling: To the casual observer, Sutton Place looks essentially the same as when the property was renovated in 

1965. Since the building’s renovation to its current New Formalist style, exterior alterations are minimal. The 

first-floor storefronts were altered in the late-20th century. The interior of the building still reflects its use as an 

office building even with some replacement finishes. 

 

Setting: The site of the building remains consistent with the original as the building was originally constructed 

to its lot lines. The surrounding neighborhood has evolved over time but the character of the setting has not 

changed from what it was during the building’s New Formalists redesign.  

 

Design: The design of the building was significantly altered from 1965-66 as it transitioned from a 

Neoclassical design to a New Formalist design. The design change highlights the significance of the building 

as it pertains to criterion C, which showcases a building being repurposed for continued commercial use. The 

building is significant for its New Formalist architecture, which dates to the 1966 period of significance and 

remains intact.    

 

Materials and Workmanship: The materials and workmanship of the building are still highly evident at the 

exterior, especially with regards to the pre-cast concrete panels.  

 

Sutton Place retains sufficient integrity to convey its historic values for which it is being nominated for.  
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8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria  
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for 
National Register listing.) 

 

 A Property is associated with events that have made a 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history. 
  

 B Property is associated with the lives of persons  
significant in our past. 
  

   

X C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics  
of a type, period, or method of construction or represents 
the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values,  
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components lack individual distinction.  

   

 D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information 
important in prehistory or history. 

 

 
  

 
 

Criteria Considerations  
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.) 

 

Property is: 

 
A 
 

 
Owned by a religious institution or used for religious 
purposes.  

  
B 

 
removed from its original location. 

  
C 

 
a birthplace or grave. 

  
D 

 
a cemetery. 

  
E 

 
a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 

  
F 

 
a commemorative property. 

  
G 

 
less than 50 years old or achieving significance 

 
 within the past 50 years. 

Areas of Significance  

(Enter categories from instructions.) 

ARCHITECTURE 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Period of Significance  

1966 

 

 

Significant Dates 

1966 

 

 
 

Significant Person  

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 

N/A 

 

Cultural Affiliation (if applicable) 

 

 

 

Architect/Builder 

Roy E. Calvin (Architect) 

Donginger & Sons (Builder) 

 
 

 
  

Period of Significance (justification) 
The period of significance is the year of construction/remodel in the New Formalism design in 1966. 
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Statement of Significance 

Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria, 

justification for the period of significance, and any applicable criteria considerations). 

 

Sutton Place is locally significant under Criterion C in the area of Architecture as an example of an existing 

Neoclassical building that was repurposed and renovated to a New Formalist style office building in order to 

meet the needs of an evolving commercial sector. The building was originally completed in 1924 and 

functioned as a mixed use building with commercial tenants located at the lower floors and a masonic hall 

located at the upper floors. In 1964, the building was bought by Wichita based businessman O.A. Sutton, who 

commissioned a $2 million transformation of the property the following year and completed the project 1966. 

The period of significance for the building is 1966, the year the New Formalist renovation was completed.    
 

Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)  

 

Developmental History: 

 

In 1924, the York Rite Masonic Temple Association funded the construction of a new 10-story Neoclassical 

style building located at the corner of E William Street and S Market Street. The building was constructed to 

house the Blue Lodge Masonic Temple and the York Rite Masonic Temple, along with other auxiliary bodies 

at its upper floors and various tenants at the lower floors. An announcement for the new building was made by 

the Bestor G. Brown Memorial Blue Lodge, the charter masonic member for the new building.1 The completed 

structure was clad in limestone block at its street facing north and west elevations and utilitarian brick at its 

secondary south and east elevations. The top three floors were highlighted with Ionic pillars and Grecian urns, 

which denoted the masonic lodge area.  

 

During the Great Depression, the masonic lodges that used the building moved out and Wichita-based KFH 

radio took over the upper floors for its studios. For the next few decades, the building continued to function as 

leasable office space. Tenants during this time included various dentists, physiatrists, chiropractors, aviation-

related companies, and private law offices. In 1941, the building underwent a $30,000 interior renovation, 

which modernized the building. In 1946, the KFH radio station officially purchased the building and renamed 

it the KFH Building. By the late 1950s and early 1960s, commercial activity within the building began to 

dwindle and by 1963, the building was only half occupied with tenants. In 1963, two Texas-based developers, 

Walter W. Ahlschlager Jr. and Preston Reynolds purchased the structure. One year later, in 1964, they sold the 

building to O.A. Sutton.2  

 

O.A. Sutton began the transformation of 209 E William Street from the York Rite Temple into Sutton Place in 

June of 1964. Following a year-long economic analysis of the potential of the building, Sutton decided that this 

was an optimal location for a new office building, reflecting his confidence in the future of downtown Wichita. 

Leading the re-design of the structure was Wichita-based architect Roy E. Calvin. Also assisting in the re-

design were consultant Wayne Porter, structural engineer Les Baxter, mechanical engineer E.E. Hysom, and 

electrical engineer Howard Bridges. Contractors Doodling and Sons began the renovation by stripping the 

exterior walls and gutting the interior down to concrete columns, stair, and elevator shafts.3  

 

                         
1 “New Temple and A Blue Lodge is Mason’s Program,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), February 21, 1922. 
2 “Sutton Place Building Sold” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), November 2, 1972. 
3 “Sutton Place,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), November 6, 1966. 
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Sufficient weight was removed from the structure and load requirements were reduced throughout to allow the 

introduction of intermediate floors in the formerly high-ceilinged lodge area at the top floors. The introduction 

of two floors increased the leasable space by 16,000 square feet within the original building envelope. Heating, 

ventilating, air conditioning, electrical, and passenger elevator systems were the most modern in the state. 

Within the interior, the ornamental plaster entrance lobby ceiling at the first floor was deliberately retained as a 

visual connection with the original building and specially-designed lighting was inserted within the ceiling to 

allow for its retention.4 

 

At the exterior, new lightweight, custom-crafted exterior walls of white pre-cast Schokbeton concrete were 

applied to the primary north and west elevations. The panels were applied in a vertical pier fashion and located 

between the vertical pre-cast panels were bronze glass and porcelain panels, which were designed to provide 

light for the formerly windowless portions of the building, which were found on the upper floors. In addition to 

the offices, Sutton constructed a personal penthouse, which was space previously utilized by the masonic lodge 

as a roof garden for dances and parties. Other features included heated patterned sidewalks and basic exterior 

landscaping. The cost of the renovation was $2 million.5  

 

The new Sutton Place was heralded as a reflection of contemporary elegance and function and was a welcomed 

addition by leading businessmen of Wichita to the downtown commercial sector, which included the likes of 

Ed Geary, president of the Wichita Chamber of Commerce, Henry Levitt, owner of Henry’s Inc., Lee Blazer, 

president of Greater Downtown Wichita Inc., and A.W. Kincade, president of the Fourth National Bank board 

of directors.6 Bruce McClure, executive vice president of Greater Downtown Wichita Inc., said the following 

about the new building, 

 

“The gleaming new Sutton Place is a grand symbol of the inner strength of downtown Wichita’s 

rebirth. This constitutes one of the more significant building projects in the downtown area and 

demonstrates how completely O.A. Sutton shared the faith of other Wichita businessmen in the 

future of the core business district. Sutton Place not only brings grandeur on a vast scale to the 

city, but its new inner design and accommodations also recognize the importance of human 

values, of the solid concept that buildings are for people. It is a magnificent tribute, in its way, 

to the some 29,000 people who populate downtown Wichita every working day of the year. 

This structure brings to Wichita one more touch of excellence which enhances the total 

environment and will inspire others to a conviction that the buildings they will erect or 

reconstruct can easily be cloaked in beauty to match the efficiency, comfort, and attractiveness 

of the interiors where people spend a third of their workdays.”7 

 

Additionally, Architect Roy E. Calvin received an award for outstanding design honors from the American 

Institute of Architects’ design award program for his contribution in the renovation project.8  

 

Tenant occupancy for the building filled up quickly soon after completion with a large number of tenants 

associated with the oil industry, which included O.A. Sutton’s primary office located on the eighth floor.9 In 

1967, an elevated walkway was constructed, which connected the building to the former Macy’s Department 

                         
4 “Sutton Place,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), November 6, 1966. 
5 Ibid. 
6 “Downtown Leaders Praise Sutton Place,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), November 6, 1966. 
7 “Wichita’s Sutton Place,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), November 6, 1966. 
8 “Sutton Place,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), November 6, 1966. 
9 Polk City Directory, 1968. 
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store located across East William Street to the north, and a high-rise parking structure across Market Street to 

the west. This was the first elevated walkway of its kind constructed in Wichita and the design was consistent 

with the modern New Formalist design of the building.  

 

In 1972, Sutton sold the building for $1.8 million to John T. Arnold, president of the John Arnold Associated 

Inc. The purchase was the largest transaction involving existing property in downtown Wichita in recent years. 

Under his ownership, the building continued to function as leasable office space. During his first year of 

ownership, occupants in the building began to vary greatly in occupation, ranging from lawyers to architects to 

insurance companies. In 1984, the building was sold by John Arnold to an investment group headed by 

Wendell Martens, president of Investment Property Management Group. In 1994, the building was sold to an 

investment company, ETI Corp. from the Travelers Insurance Co., who had purchased the building in 1991. 

The new owners of the building renovated the interior of the building, yet continued to utilize and lease the 

building as tenant office space.10 In 1997, the building was once again sold due to bankruptcy.11 

 

By the late 1990s, the building’s occupancy averaged around 20 to 25 percent. The building was sold to 

multiple owners during the early 21st century, while still retaining its function as leasable office space. 

Currently, the building is vacant. 

 

Criterion C: Architecture 

 

New Formalist Style 

 

Sutton Place is locally significant under Criterion C as a well preserved example of New Formalist style 

architecture and is the only building of its kind to be renovated from a Neoclassical style building to a New 

Formalist style located in downtown Wichita. New Formalism was an architectural style that developed in the 

1950s and lasted until the early 1970s. Principal in developing New Formalism were three architects: Edward 

Durrell Stone, Philip Johnson, and Minoru Yamasaki, all of whom had earlier achieved prominence working 

within the International Style and other modernist idioms.12 The formation of the style was in direct relation to 

Modernism’s rejection of historical precedent. This maturing modernism grasped the many commonalities of 

classical architecture with emphases on structure and a uniform construction grid, a carefully organized 

hierarchy, and clarity of geometric form.13 Modernist architects of the mid-1950s through the early 1970s 

embraced classical precedents in establishing building proportions, the use of the arch, stylized classical 

columns and entablatures, and the colonnade as a compositional device. Traditionally rich materials such as 

travertine, marble, or granite were seldom used, with manmade materials that quoted their luxurious qualities 

typically used in their place. Additionally, exterior materials were often applied in a non-traditional 

“panelized” method, which typically involved pre-cast molds of the material in order to create a symmetrical 

design throughout the building’s façade. On a larger urban design scale, this symmetry was used to achieve 

modern monumentality.14  

 

The style was used primarily for high profile cultural, institutional, and civic buildings which include the Los 

Angeles Music Center and the Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles, the Ambassador Auditorium in Pasadena, 

                         
10 “Group of Investors Purchases Sutton Place State Office Building’s Neighbor to be Upgraded,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), 
August 4, 1994. 
11 “On the Block Historic Sutton Place Slated for Auction Monday,” Wichita Daily Eagle (Wichita, KS), July 2, 1997. 
12 Ibid. 
13 “Modernism Context Statement,” City of Riverside. November 3, 2009 
14 Ibid. 
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the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New York City, and the Edward Durrell Stone’s Kennedy Center 

for the Performing Arts in Washington D.C.  

 

Architecture in Downtown Wichita 

 

Downtown Wichita contains a diverse collection of commercial buildings reflecting popular architectural 

styles and trends prominent during the early-to mid-20th century and even the latter part of the 20th century. 

The buildings generally range from three to twelve stories with some higher rise. In 2005, the Kansas 

Historical Society conducted a grant-sponsored survey of buildings located within downtown Wichita. The 

buildings within the survey area represented every decade from the 1870s to the present. Within the surveyed 

area, there were three extant buildings which dated from the 19th century. All of the buildings are located on 

the east side of the 300 block of North Main Street. Four buildings date to the years between 1900 and 1910. 

Twelve buildings in the survey area appear to date to the 1910s. Downtown construction reached its peak in 

the 1920s. Thirteen of the buildings constructed during the 1920s are still extent. Few if any of the buildings 

were constructed during the Great Depression. There are no remaining 1930s buildings in the survey area. 

Only three extant buildings date to the 1940s. Commercial construction resumed in the 1950s during the post-

war era. Eight 1950s buildings remain in the survey area. Excellent examples of post-war modern architecture 

include the Union Center and the KG & E Building. Both buildings were constructed in the International style.  

 

There are very few high-style buildings in the survey area. The most common style is the Commercial style, 

used during the 1910s and 1920s. One building was Art Moderne, one was Romanesque, two were Colonial 

Revival, two were Italianate, and one was Gothic Revival. There are two buildings constructed in the New 

Formalism style, the O.W. Garvey Building, which was constructed in 1969, and the R.H. Garvey Building, 

which was constructed in 1965. Both building are located within the Garvey Center, which fronts on the north 

side of Douglas Avenue. A third New Formalism style building is Sutton Place (the subject building), 

completed in 1966. The building was completed in 1924 in the Neoclassical style. This building stands out 

from the other two New Formalist buildings due to the fact that the building had to be completely re-clad.  

 

Sutton Place as a Local Example of New Formalism Architecture 

 

Sutton Place is a unique example of New Formalism architecture in downtown Wichita. Wichita only boasts 

three examples of New Formalism architecture with Sutton Place, the R.H. Garvey Building, and the O.W. 

Garvey Building. What sets Sutton Place apart from the other two buildings is that it was an existing building 

that was re-purposed as a New Formalism style office building, where the other buildings were purpose-built 

from the ground up. From 1965-66, the building was stripped to its steel frame structure and rebuilt, with new 

floors inserted in place of the old meeting hall. The building also exemplifies typical character defining 

features of New Formalism architecture, which includes symmetrically styled elevations that are clad in pre-

cast concrete panels. In addition, the building also complies with the traditional base-shaft-and-capital 

composition found in classically styled architecture.   

 

Architect Roy E. Calvin 

 

Roy E. Calvin was born on June 15, 1920 in Smith Center, KS and moved with his family at a very young age 

to Wichita. While growing up in Wichita, he attended the Sunnyside and Roosevelt schools. When he was in 

high school, Calvin moved to St. Louis, Missouri where he enrolled in a local school. Following graduating 

high school, Calvin went on to college in St. Louis at Washington University, where he graduated with a 
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bachelor’s degree from the School of Architecture. After college, Calvin served in the Navy for two years. 

Following his time in the Navy he joined the architectural firm of Thomas, Harris, Calvin and Associates, 

located in Wichita, where he served as a partner with the firm from 1953 to 1964. At the end of 1964, Calvin 

decided to branch out on his own. During his time as a solo architect between 1965-1967, Calvin embarked on 

one of his most prestigious projects, the redevelopment of Sutton Place. In 1968, he decided to return to a 

partner based firm and became president of Calvin, Jelinec, and Gegen until 1982, whose offices were located 

at Sutton Place.15 In 1982, he moved to Tucson, Arizona where he continued his work as an architect for one 

year until his death in 1983.16    

 

Roy E. Calvin also achieved prominence in other facets of the architectural world including being president of 

the Wichita chapter of the American Institute of Architects and Associates and a member of the Kansas State 

Board of Technical Professions for six years, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the Society of 

Architectural Historians, and the Wichita Area Chamber of Commerce.   

 

Roy E. Calvin’s architecture career spanned a vast variety of building types, which included municipal 

buildings, commercial buildings, civic buildings, and private buildings. Some of his example buildings are the 

following: 

 

• Highland House Apartments (1964) as a partner with Thomas, Harris and Calvin. 

• Sutton Place (1966) 

• St. Mary’s School in Wichita (1966) 

• Sedgwick County Zoo (1968) 

• MTA Transit Center (1970) 

• Cargo Building at Wichita Municipal Airport (1972) 

• Plainview School (1982) 

 

This eclectic array of buildings designed by Calvin, either independently or with a firm, provides evidence that 

Calvin was very influential in the built environment for Wichita during the 1950s-70s.  

 

Conclusion: 

 

Sutton Place is locally significant under Criterion C for Architecture as an excellent example of New Formalist 

architecture, as a building notable for its re-interpretation from a Neoclassical styled building constructed in 

1924. The New Formalist renovation of the building was completed in 1966 by architect Roy E. Calvin, a 

Wichita based architect. The building remains intact in its original location and is one of the most prominent 

buildings in the downtown Wichita skyline.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                         
15 “Architect Roy Calvin, 63, Remembered for Detailed Work,” Wichita Eagle (Wichita, KS) July 1, 1983. 
16 Ibid. 
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 Name of repository: Advanced Learning Library in Wichita 

 
 

Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned):   

 
 

10.  Geographical Data                                                               
 

Acreage of Property  F 0.23 
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage; enter “Less than one” if the acreage is .99 or less) 

 
 
Latitude/Longitude Coordinates 

Datum if other than WGS84:  F  
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places) 
 

 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.) 

 
The legal boundary for Sutton Place is tax parcel ID 00105830. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.) 

 
The boundary encompasses the entirety of the development using the legal property boundaries. 
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organization  Heritage Consulting Group telephone  215-248-1260 

street & number   15 West Highland Avenue email  chamilton@heritage-consulting.com 

city or town    Philadelphia state  PA zip code  19127 
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• GIS Location Map (Google Earth or BING) 
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• Site Plan 
 

• Floor Plans (As Applicable) 
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Historic Postcard of Sutton Place prior to renovation when it was still the York Rite Masonic Temple, c.1925 
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Newspaper Photograph from the Wichita Daily Eagle depicting the building during reconstruction, 1966 
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Newspaper Article from Wichita Daily Eagle depicting the completion of the building, 1966  
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Photographs:  

Submit clear and descriptive photographs under separate cover. The size of each image must be 3000x2000 pixels, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. 
Key all photographs to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo 
log. For simplicity, the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and does not need to be labeled on every 
photograph.  
 

Photo Log  

  Name of Property:  Sutton Place  

  City or Vicinity:  Wichita 

  County: Sedgwick County State:  Kansas 

  Photographer: Heritage Consulting Group 

  Date Photographed: January 2019 

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of camera: 

 
 Photo 1 of 21: View of exterior, north elevation, looking south. 

Photo 2 of 21: View of exterior, north elevation, looking south. 
Photo 3 of 21: View of exterior, north elevation, looking south. 
Photo 4 of 21: View of exterior, north elevation looking south at main entrance. 
Photo 5 of 21: View of exterior, north and west elevations, looking southeast. 
Photo 6 of 21: View of exterior, west elevation, looking east. 
Photo 7 of 21: View of exterior, west elevation, looking east. 
Photo 8 of 21: View of exterior, west elevation, looking east. 
Photo 9 of 21: View of exterior, south and east elevations, looking northwest. 
Photo 10 of 21: Interior view, first floor, entrance lobby, looking south. 
Photo 11 of 21: Interior view, third floor, elevator lobby, looking southeast. 
Photo 12 of 21: Interior view, third floor, office, looking northeast.  
Photo 13 of 21: Interior view, fifth floor, office, looking north. 
Photo 14 of 21: Interior view, fifth floor, skybridge, looking north. 
Photo 15 of 21: Interior view, seventh floor, office, looking west. 
Photo 16 of 21: Interior view, seventh floor, corridor, looking east. 
Photo 17 of 21: Interior view, penthouse, hall, looking south. 
Photo 18 of 21: Interior view, penthouse, looking south. 
Photo 19 of 21: Interior view, penthouse, looking east. 
Photo 20 of 21: Exterior view, roof, looking southwest. 
Photo 21 of 21: Exterior view, roof, looking east. 
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benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq.). 
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